Fully Integrated Satcom / LTE Solution

- Flat, Lightweight Terminal. One Case Complete Solution
- Fully Integrated Satellite & 3G/4G/LTE Cellular Terminal
- Seamless Network Switching via Cradlepoint Router
- Discreet, Low Profile Unit
- Self-Pointing Satellite Antenna, Software Beam Forming and Tracking
- Integrated PIM® Module Supports 10+ Modem Types
- BUCs from 8 to 40 Watts
- COTM or Static Operations
- Ruggedized for Extreme Environments
- No Moving Parts
- Just Add Power...
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MANTA+ Data Access Path Options

Devices connected to the MANTA+ Wi-Fi (and/or physical ports) will be routed via Wi-Fi, cellular or satellite depending on real-time availability and/or service weighting.